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performance. art. as.part. of. its. nature.disappear?.How.can. the.
immaterial,. the.fleeting,. be. captured. and.preserved,. and.does.
that.in.some.way.change.it?.Does.performance.art.perhaps.exist.




The Stakes of Performance Art Documentation




the. photograph. needs. the. body. art. event. as. an. ontological.
‘anchor’. of. its. indexicality”1. This. argument. that.Amelia. Jones.
makes.convincingly.points.to.the.key.role.good.documentation.










gies.have.changed. the.way.people. record. their.experiences.. It.
has. become. even.more. important. to. leave. a. legacy,. to. record.
“for. posterity's. sake.”. Memory. alone. is. not. sufficient. in. the.
West. because. it. is. seen. as. tainted. by. emotion. and. therefore.
fallible—unlike. documentation,.which,. in. name. itself,. implies.
fact..Memory.too,.like.performance,.is.a.“body-based.practice,”.
making. it. impermanent.3. What. then. of. performance. art. and.
its. apparent. refusal. to. remain. other. than. in. the. memories. of.
viewers?.
The Performance Art Record
Performance. art. can. be. found.mostly. in. visual. resources.
collections. and. museum. catalogs.. A. museum. may. stage. the.
performance,. collect. an. art. object. created. during. the. perfor-
mance,.or.acquire.a.video.of. the.performance.. In. its.catalog. it.
would.ideally.link.these.items.to.the.now.vanished.performance.
















model. developed. by. the. International. Federation. of. Library.





physical. form;. however,. it. can. leave. behind.physical. remains..
Performance.creates.two.main.types.of.evidence,.documentary.
and. artifactual.. Documentation. includes. still. images,. video.
recordings.and/or.audio.recordings,.which.often.become.stand-
ins. for. the. performance. itself..Artifacts. include. the. props. and.
products.used.and.produced.by.a.performance.along.with.the.
ephemera.that.accompany.a.performance..All.these.items.should.
be. interconnected. through. the.main.work. record..The.chart. in.
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figure. 1. diagrams. the. performance. records’. relationships. and.
their.locations.in.the.FRBR.model.
The. first. requirement. to. successfully. catalog. performance.
art.is.to.determine.what.constitutes.a.work.of.performance.art..
A.work.in.the.FRBR.model. is.“a.distinct. intellectual.or.artistic.
creation.”6. It. is. the. idea. that. exists. separately. from. different.
expressions. of. that. same. creation.. The. line. between. what. is.
simply. another. expression. and. what. constitutes. a. new. work.
is. negotiable. and. subjective.. “Because. the. notion. of. a.work. is.
abstract,.it.is.difficult.to.define.precise.boundaries.for.the.entity..
The. concept.of.what. constitutes.a.work.and.where. the. line.of.






performances. that. the. original. artist. has. re-performed. many.
times,. such. as. Yoko. Ono’s.Cut Piece.. A. work. of. performance.




location. metadata. elements. and. connected. back. to. the. main.
entry.. Alternatively. each. performance. can. be. independent,.
although.this.creates.a.less.organized.and.less.“FRBRized”.struc-
ture..Re-performances. by. a. new. artist. should. be. considered. a.
new.work,.even.if.they.are.making.use.of.the.same.idea..The.new.
artist.acts.both.as.a.performer.and.a.creator,.implicitly.recreating.
the.work. in.his.or.her.own. image..The.body.of. the.performer.
and.the.role.of.the.artist.are.central.to.performance.art..The.new.
performances.could.be.viewed,.as.described.by.Jessica.Santone,.
as. “reverberations. of. single. past. moments. rather. than. as. full.
re-embodiments.of.the.works.”8.It.is.possible.to.relate.these.rein-
terpretations.through.work-to-work.relationships.
Image and Video of Performance Art
. In. performance. art,. the. evidence. and. performance. are.
closely. intertwined;. therefore,. clear. relationships. need. to. be.
made.between.work.and.image.records..Image.and.video.docu-
mentation.should.be.closely.linked.to.the.performance,.without.





reproduction. as. complex. works. were.
reduced. to. singular. images.”9. This.
phenomenon,. all. too. common. in. repre-
sentations.of.performance.art,. is.exactly.
what. a. good. catalog. entry.will. prevent.
and.a.bad.one.will.perpetuate.
Cataloging Cultural Objects, the.
data.content. standards. initiative. for. the.
cultural. heritage. community.developed.
by. the. Visual. Resources. Association,.
makes.“clearly.distinguish[ing].between.
Work. Records. and. Image. Records”.
part.of.its.key.principles.10.This.is.never.
more. important. than.with. performance.





tion,. to.more. clearly. locate. the.performance. in. time..Then. the.
performance.can.be.related. to. its.documentation. through.rela-
tional. metadata. elements. such. as. the. VRA. Core’s. “ImageIs”.
relation. type. or. in.multimedia. environments. through. a. video.
relation.type.(not.part.of.VRA.Core).11.Without.these.two.sepa-





The Material Remains of Performance
Besides. documentation,. a. performance. leaves. behind.
objects,. artifacts.of. the.performance..Sometimes. these. cast-offs.
become.art.objects.themselves,.lasting.evidence.of.an.imperma-
nent. experience.. “Certain. collectible. artifacts. are. produced. or.
used,.ephemera.created.or.transformed.through.acts.of.perfor-
mance.”12. Sometimes. these.objects. are. as. large.as. an. elaborate.
set.piece.a.performance.uses,.or.as.small.as.props.manipulated.
in.the.act.of.performance..These.pieces.are.important.to.catalog.




the.artist. suspended.himself. from.a.bridge. to. create. an. image.
on.the.wall,.has.become.an.installation,.not.a.performance—.a.
drawing.on.the.museum.wall.13.Despite.the.tendency.for.prod-







Creating. records. of. props. and. products. of. a. performance.
adds.another.layer.of.complexity.but.also.richness.to.the.catalog..
Performances. can. be. connected. to. their. artifacts. through. rela-
Figure 1: Diagram of “FRBRized” performance records.
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no. standard. relationship. type. that. fits. perfectly.. The. relation-
ship.between.performance.and.its.creations.suggests.new.types.




Performances. leave. behind. all. variety. of. ephemera,.
including.announcements,.press.releases,.reviews,.photographs,.
and.correspondence..These.objects.are.often.preserved.in.artists’.
files. which. are. vital. to. researchers. of. local. and. lesser. known.
artists.who.are.not.well.represented.in.traditional.resources.15.It.
can.be.challenging.to.link.performance.art.records.to.an.artist’s.
file. that.may. be. in. a. different. catalog. altogether.. The. favored.
method.of.access. to.an.artist’s.file. is. through. the.creation.of.a.
MARC.record. in. the. library's.catalog..This.allows.not.only. for.











Performance Art in the Archive
If. an. archive. is. a. record. comprised. of.material. objects,. it.
would.seem.then.that.an.archive.would.reject.performance.art.
or.that.performance.art,.inherently,.would.reject.being.archived..
However,. an.archive. is,. essentially,. evidence.of. things.past,. of.
what. has. disappeared.. Therefore,. if. performance. art. can. be.
documented,.then.it.can.be.archived.
In. art. conservation. terms,. performance. art. as. a. medium.
contains. a. kind. of.metaphorical. inherent. vice:. its. degradation.
from.its.original. form.is.guaranteed.. In.archival. terms,.perfor-
mance. art. “challenge[s]. object. status. and. seems. to. refuse. the.
archive. its. privileged. 'savable'. original.”18. Both. are. correct. yet.
not.entirely.accurate..Performance.artists,. like.so.many.others,.
want.their.work.and.themselves.to.be.remembered,.as.evidenced.
by. their. self-documentation. and. their. repeat. performances. of.
past.works..In.her.2010.show.The.Artist.Is.Present,.held.at.the.
Museum.of.Modern.Art.in.New.York,.Marina.Abramović.recre-
ated. her. Nightsea Crossing. (with. Ulay,. 1982,. 1985,. 1986). and.
directed. other. performers. in. re-stagings. of.many. of. her. other.




mance.Seven Easy Pieces. (2005).at. the.Guggenheim.Museum.in.
New.York,.Abramović. brought. back. to. life. five. performances.
by.other.artists,.one.by.herself,.and.introduced.a.new.piece.of.
her.own..She.did.these.re-performances.through.available.docu-
mentation—Bruce.Nauman's. highly.detailed. instructions. from.
his.Body Pressure. (1974).and.a.single.poster.along.with.written.
accounts.of.VALIE.EXPORT's.Action Pants: Genital Panic. (1969).
for. example.19. Museums. and. other. cultural. institutions. also.
have.a.stake.in.creating.lasting.records.of.performances.as.they.
often. record. such. events. via. film. and. video.. For.The Artist Is 
Present,.MoMA.photographed.each.person.who.sat.across.from.
Abramović.. These.portraits. along.with. the.date. and. length. of.
time.each.person.sat.can.still.be.viewed.on.the.exhibition's.Web.
site.20
These. documents,. whether. by. the. artist,. the. museum,. or.
an.audience.member,.bring.up.“issues.of.authorship,.medium.
and. authenticity.”21. First,. it.must. be. stated. that,. in. the. case. of.
performance.art,.a.document.is.not.the.original.and,.therefore,.
acts. as. a.mediator.. Secondly,. the.document,.whether.authored.
by. the. artist. or. another.party,. contains. inherent. bias,.which. is.
amplified.by. its.medium.22.No.one. individual. or.medium.can.
capture.every.aspect.of.a.four-dimensional,.multisensory.event..
Additionally,. some. recorders. have. an. agenda. to. fulfill. with.
their.document.creation,.while.others.bring.with.them.personal.
experience.which.colors.the.way.in.which.they.perceive.a.partic-
ular. happening.. These. documents. also. bring. up. the. issue. of.
when. something.becomes. a.new.work.23.Peggy.Phelan. argues.
that,. “Performance. cannot.be. saved,. recorded,.documented.or.
Figure 2: Marina Abramovic: The Artist is Present, at The Museum of 
Modern Art, 2010. © 2011 Marina Abramaovic. Courtesy the artist and 
Sean Kelly Gallery/Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York. Photograph 
Alex Watkins.
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In. repeating. and. directing. re-stagings. of. her. own. perfor-
mances. and. in. re-performing. others'. performances,. Marina.
Abramović. is,. in. essence,. creating. a. living. archive..Ritual. and.
(ritual). repetition. are. ways. in. which. oral. histories. and. tradi-
tions.of.non-Western,.typically.tribal,.cultures.live.on..For.artists,.
“re-performance.proposes.a.dynamic,.living.document.as.a.solu-












ments. by.multiple. authors. come. together. to. create. an. essence.
of.the.original.whole,.then.the.archive.can.successfully,.at.least.
as.much.as.is.possible,.preserve.performance.art..If.the.archive.
is.willing. to. accept.not. just.material. remains. but.physical. (re)








to. live. on.. Performances. do. not. have. to. disappear.. Yes,. the.
original. can.never.be. re-experienced,.but. the.performance. can.
carry.on.in.its.documents,.extending.its.influence.through.time..
The. catalog. and. the. archive. are. key. in. bringing. together. the.
documents. and.objects. that. let.performance.be. re-experienced.
in.the.imagination..In.preserving.and.making.accessible.the.full.






The.work. continues. to. exist. in. its. remains,.memories. and.
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